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ABSTRACT 

One of the greatest challenges in designing applications for 

economically poor communities is that potential users may 

have little or no education. We investigated how limited 

education appears to impact the ability to navigate a 

hierarchical UI, even when it has no text. We scored 60 

participants from low-income communities in India using 

tests of textual literacy and Raven’s Progressive Matrices. 

These were used as proxies for educational level and a 

subset of cognitive abilities. We then evaluated 

participants’ performance on a UI task involving 

hierarchical navigation. First, our results confirm that 

textual literacy is correlated with scores on the Raven’s test. 

In addition, we found that performance on both instruments 

are predictive of performance in navigating UI hierarchies, 

even when the UI is text-free. This provides statistically 

significant confirmation of previous anecdotal hypotheses. 

We conclude with design recommendations for UI 

hierarchies for people with limited education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the greatest challenges faced in designing   

computing applications for economically poor populations 

in the developing world is that potential users may have 

little or no education, which often means illiteracy and 

underdeveloped cognitive skills.  

Most of the existing work in this area focuses explicitly on 

users’ inability to read, with little recognition given to other 

cognitive challenges. On the one hand, this is 

understandable. More than 800 million people in the world 

are completely non-literate [56], and many more are able to 

read only with great difficulty. Therefore, non-textual UIs 

that use voice, graphics, and video have been proposed. [10, 

21, 23, 37, 38, 54].  

On the other hand, related work suggests that the inability 

to read is only one of many challenges faced by people with 

limited education [35, 36]. 

Cognitive science studies in developed countries have long 

confirmed this observation, showing definitively that 

people with limited education differ from people with good 

educations in their performance of a variety of cognitive 

skills. One study found that illiterate Dutch-language 

speakers performed relatively poorly across the board on a 

battery of cognitive-skills tests, compared with their literate 

counterparts [57]. Meanwhile, one recent conception of 

―digital literacy‖ proposes that it requires a whole family of 

―literacies,‖ involving photo-visual, reproduction, 

branching, information, and socio-emotional capabilities, 

most of which have little to do with textual literacy [15].   

Our own informal observations from previous studies 

suggest that people with low literacy have difficulty with 

computer UIs even when they are absent of text. We 

speculate that among other things, the hierarchical 

information architectures (IAs) that traditional computing 

software depend upon – menus, folders, and so on – pose 

challenges for people whose cognitive skills may be 

underdeveloped due to low levels of education.  

In this study, we show that limited education impacts 

the ability to navigate a hierarchical UI, even when it has no 

text. While previous work has shown this anecdotally for a 

variety of low-education communities, we provide the first 

empirical demonstration of this hypothesis to our 

knowledge. We conducted a controlled experiment with 60 

participants from low-income communities in India 

and classified them based on tests of their textual literacy, 

used as a proxy for overall educational level, and non-

verbal abstract reasoning, as measured by Raven’s 

Progressive Matrices [49]. We then evaluated their 

performance on a UI task involving hierarchical navigation. 

We confirmed first that textual literacy is correlated with 

scores on the Raven’s test, at least for these participants 
from three urban South Indian slum communities. In 

addition, we found that both textual literacy and non-verbal 

abstract reasoning (as measured) are predictive of 

performance in navigating UI hierarchies, even when the 

UIs are text-free.  
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To be clear, we do not claim that textual literacy or the 

abilities measured by Raven’s test per se are responsible for 

navigating hierarchies. Nor have we proven that formal 

education itself is required for literacy or non-verbal 

abstract reasoning. Rather, we believe that education results 

in the training of a variety of cognitive abilities, some of 

which are related to hierarchical navigation. We conclude 

with design recommendations for UI hierarchies for people 

with very limited education. 

RELATED WORK 

UIs for Non-Literate Users 

Previous work in UIs for users with little or no education 

has mostly focused exclusively on the inability to read, by 

adapting interfaces on PCs, PDAs, and mobile phones that 

usually use text. To help work around non-literacy, 

researchers have recognized the value of imagery and 

graphics [21, 23, 38, 46] as well as audio feedback [38, 46, 

47]. Speech interfaces are also popular [7, 47, 54]. And of 

course, video is routinely cited as a means to communicate 

with non-literate users [17, 29, 34].  

The work mentioned above focuses on avoiding the use of 

text, but some work also addresses concerns other than 

strictly textual non-literacy. One paper focuses on ultra-

simple navigation as a design goal [21], for example. 

Others have questioned menu-based navigation for novice 

users [24, 25] and have discussed designs that advocate 

fewer menus and dedicated buttons for this target group 

[28].  The evidence in these studies, however, is anecdotal, 

and it’s not clear whether the design recommendations are 

meant for novice users or users who may have ongoing 

challenges with complex UIs.  

One study that brings this issue to the forefront speculates 

that when compared to educated users, users with limited 

education have ―less developed cognitive structures and 

linguistic sequential memory.‖ The study calls for attention 

to these speculative structures when doing instructional 

design for rural e-learning applications [26]. The work we 

present in this paper is intended to investigate this 

possibility more deeply and to reach credible design 

recommendations.  

Limited Education and Cognitive Science 

Studies in the cognitive sciences conducted in the 

developed world provide strong evidence that formal 

education enhances general cognitive skill development.  

Most of these studies use either years of schooling or tests 

of reading and writing as proxies for education level. 

Assuming that the use of such proxies is justified, the 

studies go on to show that educational level correlates with 

various cognitive and non-cognitive traits — visuospatial 

and visual organization [4, 33, 51]; linguistic ability [1, 9, 

28, 40, 50]; and self-efficacy [5, 12]. As to the mechanism, 

researchers suggest that in addition to the skills of reading 

and writing, educated people acquire skills and strategies to 

organize and process information in less idiosyncratic and 

more efficient ways compared with people who have little 

or no education [31, 32, 57]. 

Of partial relevance to graphical UIs, participants with 

limited education have been shown to have difficulty 

recognizing abstract icons, with specific challenges 

integrating 2D line drawings into meaningful wholes [9]. In 

yet another study, participants with limited education 

performed significantly worse on rapid naming of two-

dimensional representations of common, everyday objects 

compared to well-educated participants, both in terms of 

accuracy and reaction times [51].  

Most of the work discussed above was conducted in 

developed regions—North America and Western Europe—

and therefore, is subject to caveats of cultural specificity. 

Nevertheless, this work strongly confirms the evidence that 

formal education enhances certain cognitive skills, certainly 

beyond the mere ability to read and write. If anything, in 

environments where standards of education are even poorer, 

we might expect differences in cognitive skill arising from 

educational quality to be even more pronounced. 

Finally, there has been some work in Nigeria and the 

Philippines to understand the impact of limited education 

on cognitive processes such as deductive reasoning and 

conceptual categorization [3, 6]. In our work, we 

investigate how limited education impacts the ability to 

navigate a hierarchical UI, relevant in the context of 

meaningful interaction with information technologies. 

Anecdotal Evidence 

In an analysis of hierarchical classification skills related to 

science education in the developed world [30], top-down 

hierarchies were said to consist of broad inclusive concepts 

at the top levels that subsume less inclusive concepts at the 

lower levels. It was then proposed that abstract reasoning is 

necessary to discriminate specific attributes of the low-level 

categories, and these attributes can be combined to form 

generalized representations of the high-level categories.  If 

this study is right about non-verbal abstract reasoning being 

important to understanding hierarchical classification, then 

abstract reasoning is likely to be one of the critical skills for 

manipulation of interactive architectures as well. The 

conclusion, however, remains speculative.  

The most relevant research for our study comes from 

anecdotal evidence in the field of information technology 

for international development. This work suggests that a 

host of issues inhibit users with limited education on 

computing applications: lack of awareness of what 

computers can deliver; intimidation caused by technology; 

pricing of a service; social standing; non-verbal cognitive 

capacity; and others [35]. 

One empirical study investigated how video-based learning 

transfers to actual practice [36]. It found that test 

participants with limited education performed relatively 

poorly compared with participants with some basic 

education.  



  

In our own experience with low-literate users in India, the 

Philippines, and South Africa, we have encountered 

anecdotal evidence that limited education is correlated with 

difficulty using computer UIs even when they are absent of 

text. We saw frequently that users with limited education 

seemed more comfortable with linear navigation structures 

than branched, hierarchical structures. Similar anecdotal 

evidence by other researchers in South Africa also gestures 

towards similar conclusions [25]. 

The study in this paper seeks to confirm and refine these 

anecdotal reports with a more rigorous study. 

AN ETHICAL NOTE 

We recognize that portions of our hypothesis will be 

controversial to some readers. The claim that less educated 

people have less of some cognitive skill can be 

misinterpreted as either a form of discrimination or a kind 

of ―blaming the victim.‖ Our intentions, however, are 

ultimately to support people from less advantaged 

backgrounds, but doing so requires a realistic view, not a 

pollyannish clinging to a romantic, non-existent equality. 

This section provides a reasoned defense of our stance, 

which we hope will not be misrepresented or politicized.  

First, we refer to, and agree with, the extensive cognitive 

science literature (only sampled in the previous section) that 

limited education stunts cognitive development. Indeed, to 

deny that there could be differences in cognitive ability due 

to education is to deny the deeper value of formal 

education. One of the key roles of a good education is to 

enhance cognitive skills, so unless education itself has 

failed in this mission, it should not be surprising that people 

with different levels of education have different levels of 

cognitive skill.  

Second, we understand alternative interpretations, such as 

that people with different degrees of formal education are 

merely differently abled. Two studies insist that hierarchical 

tree structures for classification are a culture-specific visual 

form that excludes non-Western people on graphical, 

architectural and ideological levels [27, 58]. It might very 

well be that those without formal educations have other 

advantages that our study does not explore – we do not 

deny that. However, in the context of computing technology 

use, it is nevertheless the case that the different abilities we 

focus on appear to correlate with less user capability.  

Finally, we outright deny any interpretation of our work 

that implies a fundamental deficiency in the potential of 

any given group, including any group that includes our 

participants. At most, we are suggesting that actual abilities 

suffer from a lack of good education or the equivalent. If 

anything, our hope is that a superior understanding of user 

capabilities leads to renewed effort to fill educational gaps 

and to designs that are more equally usable by all. 

THE STUDY 

Our intention is to understand how limited education might 

lead to differences in the ability to navigate hierarchical 

user interfaces. Prior to the experiment and based on 

anecdotal evidence, we speculated that limited education 

leads to stunting of certain cognitive skills which are 

important for hierarchical navigation.  

We cannot prove this causal hypothesis conclusively 

without running an experimental trial in which some 

randomly selected participants (the experimental group) are 

given a formal education while others (the control group) 

are denied one. Without such an experiment, it’s possible 

that a latent third variable that influences whether someone 

receives a good education also separately influences their 

ability to navigate hierarchies. But for ethical and logistical 

reasons, such an experiment is difficult.  

Instead, this study seeks to provide correlational evidence 

that links formal education with certain cognitive abilities 

and with the ability to navigate hierarchical UIs. To do this, 

we need to do three things: First, we establish participant 

educational level among a group of participants in which 

the level varies. Second, we determine their ability for non-

verbal abstract reasoning. Third, we measure their ability to 

navigate hierarchies.  

The research questions we are asking are… 

• Is education level correlated with ability for some kind of 

abstract reasoning? 

• Are education levels and ability for abstract reasoning 

predictive of performance in navigating UI hierarchies?  

METHODOLOGY 

Testing for educational level 

Some studies in UI design and cognitive science use years 

of formal schooling as a proxy for education level. 

However, reported quantity of education rarely coincides 

with quality of education, especially in the developing 

world, where many students reporting to have attended 

school for years cannot read or write at all.  

Thus, following some of the cognitive science literature 

[32, 50, 57], we use textual literacy—the ability to read and 

write at the time of the study—as a proxy for the overall 

quality of education of our participants. In a sense, we are 

after the net result of the education that participants have 

received (in whatever good or bad a form), and the ability 

to read and write is a good indicator of it, at least for the 

participants and the context that we are interested in.  

A review of existing assessment tools for literacy (Western 

[2, 11, 16, 41, 42, 55] and Indian [43, 44]) did not reveal a 

suitable instrument to measure literacy for our participants. 

Most such instruments discriminate among a much higher 

level of literacy or do not discriminate sufficiently between 

levels of literacy. Western tests tend to assume basic 

literacy, while Indian tests, for example, result only in a 

binary ―literate‖ or ―illiterate‖ result. Thus, we devised our 

own textual literacy scale, following the established 



  

practice of that literature but using content from standard 

local language government school textbooks.  

In consultation with a researcher specializing in primary 

education, we derived questions from textbooks for grades 

I, III, V, and VII in Kannada, the native language of our 

participants [18]. Level 0 corresponded to no ability to read; 

level 1 corresponded to the ability to read and write grade I 

content; level 2 to grade III; level 3 to grade V; and level 4 

to grade VII. Our target community does not contain test 

participants with formal education beyond grade VII; hence 

level 4 (grade VII) was taken as the highest level. The test 

questions were picked so that there was a meaningful 

distance between successive levels, which is why content 

from grades II, IV, and VI was excluded.  

Every level had two sections: reading and writing. A 

numerical scoring system was devised for the purpose of 

grading participants. The total marks allotted for each level 

was 50 (25 for reading and 25 for writing). Expectations of 

the textual literacy scale are summarized in Table 1.  

Process of administering and scoring the test 

Test participants were first administered the test 

corresponding to their reported years of formal schooling, 

e.g. Level 3 (grade V content) for a participant with grade 

V or grade VI formal education. Depending on their 

performance on a test, some participants received follow-up 

tests. If the participant made no progress on the initial items 

of a test in spite of probing from the experimenter, that test 

level was discontinued and the test from the level just 

below it was administered (e.g. in this case Level 2 (grade 

III content). If the participant easily passed a level, the test 

above it in level was to be administered (though this event 

did not happen in practice). There was no time limit to 

complete the test, though in practice, no participants took 

longer than 40 minutes. 

Literacy scores were then computed as follows: For each 

participant, the highest test for which a participant was able 

to complete some but not all of the test was chosen. Fifty 

points were then added for each test level below the 

corresponding test. (Thus, someone who partially 

completed a Level 2 test was given a starting score of 50.) 

Then, the score on the test (between 0-50) was added. Final 

scores ranged from 0 to 200, with no overlap of scores 

among levels. 

Testing for abstract reasoning 

To show that level of education correlated with cognitive 

skill, we needed a measure of non-verbal abstract 

reasoning. Our search yielded a number of tests that we 

eventually rejected: the California Proverb’s Test [19], the 

Mednick’s Remote Associates test [39], Draw a Person Test 

[20] and Duncker’s Candle Test [13]. These tests had a 

variety of problems: some assumed literacy; others were not 

standardized; and still others were culturally specific.   

UItimately, we settled on Raven’s Progressive Matrices 

[48, 49]. This test is composed of non-verbal multiple 

choice questions: in each test item, the participant must 

identify the missing element that completed a sequential 

visual pattern (see Figure 1). Raven’s matrices do not 

require literacy, are well validated in the psychology 

literature, and are among the most cited tests for measuring 

abstract reasoning [8, 22, 52]. In the adapted version of the 

standard test we use, 18 patterns are presented in the form 

of a 3x3 matrix [14].    

Process of administering the Raven’s test 

Test participants were first shown 3 Raven’s matrices 

questions, each of whose solution was demonstrated by the 

experimenter. Then, they were given 20 minutes to solve 15 

additional Raven’s matrices questions on their own. A point 

was awarded for each question solved correctly.  

UI prototypes 

For the UI prototypes, we looked for a domain that met the 

following criteria:  a) allowed for test items to be 

represented graphically with no text; b) was widely 

understood by our participants; c) was gender neutral; and 

d) would allow for extensive categorization. In consultation 

with members of the target community, we considered 

various domains such as health disorders, agricultural tools, 

and railway reservations, but ultimately settled on 

household items such as items of clothing, jewelry, utensils, 

electronics, games and sports, etc. A total of 40 household 

items were selected for the prototype design.  

Table 1. Textual literacy assessment scale 

 
Reading 

(total score: 25) 
Writing 

(total score: 25) 

Level 0 
(Non-Literacy) 

Not applicable 
(Score 0) 

Not applicable 
(Score 0) 

Level 1 
(Grade I) +0 

Letters, Words, Sentences Letters, Words 

Level 2  
(Grade III) +50 

Passage I, II; Reading 
comprehension 

Sentences, 
Paragraph 

Level 3 
(Grade V) +100 

Reading Comprehension I, 
II 

Paragraph I, II 

Level 4 
(Grade VII)+150 

Reading Comprehension I, 
II 

Short essay I, II 

 

 

Figure 1. Item 3 of Egopont’s Raven’s test 



  

 

Figure 2. Participant categorizing printed cards 

To ensure that any cultural biases affecting hierarchies were 

consistent with those of our participants, we conducted a 

validation of categories with 8 people who were members 

of the target community but not members of the eventual 

study (4 male, 4 female). Forty printed cards, each 

containing one household item, were presented to each 

participant (see Figure 2). The task was to group the items 

into categories recursively until they reached a point where 

all items were in one set. Three people completed the 

exercise all the way to the top of the hierarchy; the 

remaining five were able to create some meaningful 

clusters, but did not complete the full hierarchy, i.e. were 

unable to collapse clusters further. Item groupings were 

largely consistent within the participants and also with our 

own ―common sense‖ groupings, and they formed a basis 

from which we were able to design the navigational test.  

We constructed three organizations in increasing order of 

hierarchical depth:  

 A flat UI of 40 items, organized in a grid and all at the 

same level, displayed all at once on the screen.  

 A shallow hierarchy UI of 40 items (2 levels deep with 

average branching factor of 8). The items were organized 

in a top-down navigation tree based on two levels of 

organization:  first level is the item category (e.g. 

Clothes, electronics, jewelry, etc.), and second level is the 

type of item (Shirt, TV set, bangles, etc.). See Figure 3, 

bottom, for the structure but not the actual display. 

 A deep hierarchy UI of 40 items (4 levels deep and 

average branching factor of 3). The items were organized 

in a top-down navigation tree based on four levels of 

organization: first level is how the item is used (e.g. 

things you wear, things you use), second level is item 

category (e.g. Clothes, electronics, jewelry, etc.), third 

level is item sub-category (Men’s clothes, living room 

electronics, hands jewelry, etc.) and fourth level is type of 

item (Shirt, TV set, bangles, etc.). See Figure 3, top.  

All interfaces were completely graphical with no text. Each 

of these UI prototypes were displayed on a Tablet PC 

Lenovo X200. Clicking with the stylus on a certain graphic 

would take the user to the next level of the hierarchy until a 

leaf item was reached. At every level, there was a provision 

to return to the previous level in the hierarchy by clicking 

on a ―back‖ button at the bottom right corner (Figure 4).  

Process of administering the UI test  

Each participant was randomly allotted one of the 

prototypes (list / shallow hierarchy / deep hierarchy). 

Participants were asked to carry out five tasks: each task 

required them to find a given household item on the UI that 

was allotted, such as set of bangles, water pot, a football, a 

pair of shorts and a mixer-grinder. There was a time limit of 

2 minutes for every task. We used the timing in the UI test 

solely as a mechanism for making progress with 

participants; the fact that participants were timed was not 

announced to them to avoid causing anxieties of time 

pressure (often reported in previous studies with similar 

groups) – what they experienced was that occasionally, we 

would simply prompt them to go ahead with another task.   

A standardized set of verbal instructions was provided at 

the beginning of the test by the experimenter. A two-minute 

instructional video on how to use the UI on the Tablet PC 

was shown. The video had details on how to hold the stylus; 

how to hover and click; and explained the concept of 

nesting. Participants could watch the video up to three times 

if they wished. The domain for the instructional video was 

animals-birds kingdom instead of household item, so there 

was no learning effect on the content itself. There was no 

additional assistance provided by the experimenter 

thereafter.  

The UI test was scored based on the number of correct 

selections (maximum 5), as well as by the time taken to 

complete the task. 

 

Figure 3. Deep UI architecture, (above): shallow UI 

architecture (below). 

 

Figure 4. Screenshot of a page from the deep hierarchy UI 



  

Participants 

Test participants were drawn from three urban slum 

communities in Bangalore, India. They were recruited 

through an intermediary organization doing developmental 

activities in the slum areas. Most people that were recruited 

were in informal sector jobs: drivers, security personnel, 

vegetable vendors, domestic workers, motor mechanics, etc. 

Younger participants were secondary school students from 

the same slum communities. The household income of 

participants was less than about INR 6500 (USD 120) per 

month. The age range was 18-65 years. Their primary 

language of communication was Kannada. Apart from this, 

a few people also spoke Tamil, Hindi, and smatterings of 

English. None of the participants had any previous 

experience using computers. Most male participants owned 

and used personal mobile phones. Younger participants 

used mobile phones for texting, but among older mobile 

phone users, usage was limited to voice calls only. Most 

people did not use their phone books and to make calls and 

dialed numbers from scratch every time. In terms of other 

technology use, TVs, DVD players, CD players, and 

electric blenders were common items in participant 

households.  

Experimental procedure 

60 participants were recruited for the study. Attempts were 

made to involve a diverse group across age and gender.  

For consistency, the same researcher acted as experimenter 

for all participants and followed a fixed script. Participants 

came in one by one. The researcher first gathered 

information about the participant such as their age, years of 

formal schooling, and technology usage. Then, each 

participant took each of the literacy test, the Raven’s test, 

and one version of the UI test.  

We conducted a 3x3 between-subjects experiment design. 

There were 3 kinds of UI prototypes – list, shallow 

hierarchy, and deep hierarchy. The 5 levels of literacy were 

collapsed into 3 – low (level 0-1), medium (level 2-3), and 

high (level 4) to create roughly equal-sized groups out of 

our participant pool. Thus, there were a total of 9 

experimental conditions. Each condition for the deep and 

shallow hierarchies had 7 test participants, and list had 6 

participants each.  

The experimental design is illustrated in Table 2, together 

with mean ages and gender break-up. The mean age of the 

high literacy groups was lower than those of the medium 

and low literacy levels for all UI categories; the more 

literate participants in our target communities tended to be 

younger. This is likely due to the increase in school 

enrollment and quality of education in recent years, owing 

to the Government of India’s efforts towards universal 

elementary education [53].  

Documentation 

We collected notes in situ on paper and timed the UI tests 

and Raven’s tests. To avoid participant anxiety, we did not 

video record the user tests. Select photographs of the test 

participants and testing environment were also taken. There 

was one experimenter and one additional research assistant 

for note-taking.  

Hypotheses 

Finally, we expected to observe the following correlations: 

 

1) Literacy scores correlate with Raven’s test for non-

verbal abstract reasoning. 

2) Performance on navigating hierarchies correlate with 

literacy score. 

3) Performance on navigating hierarchies also correlates 

with Raven’s test for non-verbal abstract reasoning.  

 

RESULTS 

Quantitative results 

Experimental results confirmed all three hypotheses. 

Confirming our first hypothesis, higher literacy test scores 

were correlated with greater non-verbal abstract reasoning.  

A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was 

computed to assess the relationship between the literacy test 

scores and Raven’s scores across all participants. As seen in 

the scatterplot in Figure 5, there was a positive correlation 

between the two variables with r = 0.68, p < 0.01 (n = 60).   

Figure 6 shows how navigation ability correlates with 

literacy scores. Confirming our second hypothesis, greater 

Figure 5. Scatterplot for Raven’s score vs. literacy score 

Table 2. 3X3 experimental design with nos. of participants (m=male, f=female) 

 Low literacy (Level 0-1) Medium literacy (Level 2-3) High Literacy (Level 4) 

Deep 7 Nos. (4m, 3 f) mean age: 38 yrs 7 Nos. (4 m, 3 f) mean age: 34 yrs 7 Nos.(4m, 3f) mean age:30 yrs 

Shallow 7 Nos. (4 m, 3 f) mean age: 38 yrs 7 Nos. (3 m, 4 f) mean age: 34 yrs 7 Nos. (4m, 3f) mean age:31 yrs 

List 6 Nos. (3 m, 3 f) mean age: 39 yrs 6 Nos. (3 m, 3 f) mean age: 40 yrs 6 Nos. (3m, 3f) mean age:34 yrs 

 



  

literacy correlated with greater task accuracy. In Figure 6a, 

participants with high literacy completed more tasks 

correctly on the deep hierarchy, than groups of participants 

with low literacy (average of 91 vs. 40), t(12)=3.96, p<0.01, 

as well as those with medium literacy (average of 91 vs. 34) 

t(12)=4.76, p<0.01.  

Also confirming the second hypothesis, participants with 

high literacy required significantly less time to navigate 

each UI. Figure 6b shows, for example, that participants 

with high literacy took less time to complete the deep 

hierarchy tests than participants with low literacy (average 

of 64 vs. 104 seconds) t(12)=3.81, p<0.01, as well as those 

with medium literacy (average of 64 vs. 101 seconds), 

t(12)=3.26, p<0.01.  

Figure 7 shows UI navigation performance as related to 

their non-verbal abstract reasoning ability. Three groups of 

abstract reasoning were created based on Raven’s scores:  

 Low (Raven’s score 0-2), 20 participants 

 Medium (Raven’s score 3-5), 25 participants 

 High (Raven’s score 6-15), 15 participants 

Confirming our third hypothesis, greater ability for non-

verbal abstract reasoning correlated with greater 

navigational accuracy. So, for example, participants with 

high abstract reasoning completed more correct tasks on the 

deep hierarchy, than groups of participants with either low 

abstract reasoning (average of 92 vs. 42), t(12)=3.79, 

p<0.01, as well as those with medium abstract reasoning 

(average of 92 vs. 45), t(12)=3.09, p<0.01. 

Also, participants with greater abstract reasoning ability 

tended to require less time to navigate each hierarchy. For 

example, high abstract reasoning required less time to 

navigate the deep hierarchy, than  participants with low 

abstract reasoning (average of 59 vs. 99 seconds), 

t(12)=3.25, p<0.01,  as well as those with medium abstract 

reasoning (average of 59 vs. 99 seconds), t(12)=3.17, 

p<0.01.  

Qualitative results 

We had a number of qualitative observations during the UI 

tests and follow-up informal conversations with the 

participants, which could inform future studies. There may 

be a number of possible explanations for these 

observations, and we leave it to future work to explore 

them.  

First, among the participants who could not complete tasks 

correctly or who took more time to complete them, many 

used an approach of random selection. So, to find a water 

pot on the item categories page, one participant serially 

tapped graphics representing ―electronics‖, ―jewellery‖ and 

―games and sports,‖ before finally selecting the one for 

―utensils.‖ They did not seem to understand the concept of 

nesting, that the top graphic in a hierarchy represented a 

group of pages, or that selecting items corresponded to 

―progress‖ within the hierarchy. This was in spite of video 

instructions explaining how some items were ―contained 

within‖ other item categories and showing how selecting a 

graphic would take the participant to the items contained 

within that category.  

 

 

Figure 7. (a) Mean % correct tasks and (b) mean time taken  

across all UIs by all abstract reasoning groups (±SEM).  
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Figure 6. (a) Mean % correct tasks and (b) mean time taken 

across all UIs, by all literacy groups (±SEM).  
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Second, some people did not remember how to navigate 

back to higher levels once they had gone down the incorrect 

path in the hierarchy. Further conversation revealed that 

they had forgotten the ―back‖ button from the instructional 

video. We suspect this could be because of deficiencies in 

short-term memory, inattention during the video 

instructions, or inexperience in following such instructions.  

Finally, our follow-up conversations revealed that some 

participants did not understand that they had to apply what 

they had learnt in the instructional video to actual usage 

during the UI tests. One participant remarked, ―But that was 

about animals and birds, and this is about clothes and TV 

sets.‖ This observation seems consistent with findings from 

other research describing the effect of limited education on 

transferring relevant learning from an instructional video to 

actual practice [36].  

ANALYSIS  

Our study rigorously confirms for the first time that in at 

least one set of low-income communities in South India, 

less literate users have lower levels of non-verbal abstract 

reasoning as measured by Raven’s matrices, and that those 

with less literacy and less skill at non-verbal abstract 

reasoning also have greater trouble navigating hierarchical 

UIs, even when the UIs are entirely devoid of text. The 

effect is more pronounced when the UIs involve deeper 

hierarchies. Our study also shows that the correlations are 

transitive, and that there is a strong direct correlation 

between literacy and performance in navigating hierarchical 

UIs.  

This study taken in isolation does not allow us to deduce 

causal relationships between these traits, nor have we 

isolated the exact cognitive abilities that facilitate 

navigation of hierarchical UIs. Those remain open 

questions for future work.  

However, our results taken in conjunction with other work 

provide support for somewhat broader claims. These claims 

undoubtedly require confirmation from further research, but 

we believe they are considerably more than blind 

speculation.  

First, it seems reasonable to take degree of literacy as a 

proxy for quality of education, at least in modern societies 

where early formal education stresses textual literacy, and 

up to some level of education where there are differential 

levels of literacy. This correlation is partially tautological – 

a good modern education could be defined as that which 

confers high literacy, whether or not it is delivered in a 

formal classroom.  

Second and if so, our study supports other studies [3, 31, 

32, 33, 51, 57] that show that education helps to develop a 

certain class of non-verbal abstract reasoning abilities. It 

may be that formal classroom education is not required to 

develop these skills – perhaps some unorthodox teaching 

methodology would do just as well – but in any case, 

formal education is a mechanism for nurturing abstract 

reasoning capacity. 

Third, because it seems unlikely that literacy itself – the 

ability to understand and produce text – is directly 

responsible for the ability to navigate non-textual graphical 

menus, we infer that it is some set of non-verbal cognitive 

skills that facilitates the navigation of hierarchical UIs.  

Fourth, by putting the above reasoning together, we can 

surmise that formal education leads to the development of 

some set of non-cognitive skills that happens to support 

hierarchical UI navigation.  

Finally, given that similar evidence, though anecdotal, has 

appeared in geographically diverse research in India [36], 

the Philippines [37], South Africa [24], it seems reasonable 

(though by no means certain) that this conclusion applies to 

low-income populations with limited education more 

generally. Exceptions might occur in oral societies that 

nevertheless stress the development of non-verbal cognitive 

abilities.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The broader conclusions lead to several recommendations. 

First, they lend further support for good formal education in 

international development, because it provides a basis for 

interacting with the information technologies that 

increasingly permeate modern global society. We note that 

to this end, even a basic education that involves no explicit 

computer literacy is essential – our studies show a 

correlation between textual literacy and cognitive skill and 

performance on computer UI navigation even among 

participants that had no prior experience with computers.  

Second, when designing for populations with limited 

education, our conclusions support earlier recommendations 

towards simplified UIs [37, 38]. In particular, we 

recommend keeping navigational UIs linear to the extent 

possible and to minimize hierarchical depth even at the 

expense of conciseness. Alternatively, it is worth exploring 

designs that provide some of the advantages of hierarchies 

without losing the simplicity of flat lists. For example, 

listed items could nevertheless be grouped according to 

categories with markers indicating category boundaries to 

aid search for those who do grasp hierarchies.  

Third, despite our conclusions, we oppose cognitive testing 

for design whereby something like IQ tests are administered 

to users as a way to decide the UIs appropriate for them (in 

a manner analogous to ―personality-targeted design‖ [45]). 

From a practical perspective, the correlations we discovered 

are far from perfect – there are plenty of intervening factors 

that we do not fully understand. From an ethical standpoint, 

it seems a slippery slope to various forms of discrimination, 

intended or otherwise.  

Finally, the overarching recommendation is that UI 

designers should not assume that the inability to read is the 

only obstacle to UI facility among non-literate users.  



  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we demonstrated rigorously that in at least 

one set of communities in South India, levels of literacy 

correlate with ability for non-verbal abstract reasoning (as 

measured by Raven’s matrices) and that both correlate with 

the ability to navigate a hierarchical UI even when the UI 

contains no text. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first empirical demonstration of this previously anecdotally 

supported hypothesis.  

Combining this conclusion with other work, we further 

infer less conclusively that limited education stunts certain 

cognitive abilities that are important for navigating 

hierarchical UIs. Also, while our participants were chosen 

from a particular community in South India, given the 

anecdotal evidence from previous work in the Philippines 

and South Africa, we anticipate that similar conclusions 

will map to other low-education communities as well.  

Future work could ask the following questions. What 

specific cognitive skills make up the ability to navigate 

certain UIs? Can the use of digital interfaces themselves 

increase some cognitive capacities? How might limited 

education impact speech and touch interfaces, which are 

generally understood to make systems accessible to low-

literate users? These are all related areas for further 

investigation. 
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